
Hi Everyone, 
 

It is always fun when the raptors show
up, especially when the leaves are off the
trees and they are easier to spot. Raptors

are birds of prey with strong grasping
talons and a hooked beak used to kill and

rip prey apart. They can be nocturnal,
feeding at night time like some owls, or

they can be diurnal, meaning they hunt in
daytime like many hawks, or they can be
crepuscular, hunting at dawn or dusk. 

I actually learned the term crepuscular from a grade one student who had discovered the
word researching owls and loved how it sounded!

I thought I was pretty lucky to have my camera right in my hand to take quick pictures of
two very cool raptors. This Cooper’s Hawk was a long way off for the camera, but easy to

see on an almost leafless branch. They are called accipiters who have short rounded
wings and the ability to fly acrobatically through thick forests in search of their favourite

prey which is smaller birds like jays or robins.

Then I saw this Red-tailed Hawk perched
in the big old Garry Oak. These raptors

are called buteos which means they have
large broad wings used for soaring on

thermals.
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I didn’t see this one but Brandon Boudewyn
sent me this great picture of another raptor
called the  Northern Harrier Hawk that also

returned to Swan Lake this week. 

What a great walk, two raptors in the bush and
one in the field.

Then as I was walking through the forest 
I noticed this Barred Owl tucked away on

the limb of a leaning fir tree.

This is the first time I have seen the owls back at
Swan Lake in months. I was really concerned for

their well being as we have had a rash of owl
deaths in Victoria caused by people using rat

poisons. The rats don’t die right away, but often
get slow and sickish making them easy prey for
this crepuscular raptor. After eating one or two
poisoned rats the owls die from the poison too.

They are asking people to please use
mechanical kill traps instead.
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Well if one owl in the bush is good then two could be better right? Only about 65
metres down the path and I saw my second Barred Owl of the day dozing with his back

warming up in the morning sun.

I was so happy to see one pretty close to the trail that it
made my day. What could be better than seeing one owl?

The Barred Owls are
named for the

barring pattern on
their feathers.

Vertical on the body
and horizontal on the

tail.

He really was deep in sleep dreaming about little
healthy rodents scampering down the trail.
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My favourite Barred Owl call though is one that
sound like someone calling “Who cooks for you?

Who cooks for you, all?” Here’s an example.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ayDzQrV8wss 

Finally he started to wake up one eye
at a time. Barred Owls have a lot of

calls. Some are short loud barks that
can sound like a dog. He let go with a

couple of these that echoed across the
lake. Hoot! Hoot! Hoot!

Well I thought seeing two owls on one walk was pretty good, but Swan Lake still had
more surprises in store for me because just beside the nature house I saw this beautiful

raptor. I hadn’t see the Bald Eagles for several months either as they have probably been
off looking for salmon.

A very wise naturalist once taught my class that to make the Barred Owl call you have to
pretend you have a large spoonful of peanut butter in your mouth and then try to say "Who

cooks for you? Who Cooks for you all".  Really! You have to talk out of the back of your
mouth, very guttural and very funny. Now imagine 30 ten year olds having fun with that!
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I thought she was just resting peacefully
when suddenly she started to sound very
agitated. Have you ever heard an eagle

call? It sounds like this
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=hlq2kcYQcLc

I wondered what was bothering her when
suddenly this guy flew by upsetting her

even more. Wow, first two owls and now two
eagles! This is a very young immature Bald

Eagle. They don’t develop their classic white
head (balde is old English for white) until they

are about three or four years old.

This juvenile is probably less than a year
old because it was still trying to get food

from his mom and mom was tired! He sat in
a nearby tree and kept complaining loudly.
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Mom told him to go find his own food,

but he kept coming back looking for more.

Mom finally flew up and almost knocked
him over,

before he finally flew away. It takes some
kids a long time before they are ready to

leave the nest, literally!

What an amazing walk. It is a good thing
I had my camera in hand because it is

not often you see two raptors together in
the bush!

Take care, Lenny


